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As I put pen to paper the enormity of the tragic earthquake 
in Turkey/Syria is unfolding and whilst our business routinely 
responds to the damage arising from such events, the 
scale of the death and destruction is unimaginable, and our 
thoughts and prayers are with the countless families whose 
lives have been irreparably torn apart.

We have seen a busy start to the new calendar year, in part 
driven by the weather-related claims which emerged from the 
December freeze, many of which required urgent attendance 
over the holiday period.  Despite the inevitable pressure placed 
on our teams, it was a joy to read the output from our ‘Engage’ 
closed claims customer feedback for January which returned 
another exceptional transitional Net Promoter Score (tNPS) of 
81. As an insurer claims director recently put it…McLarens just 
get it!

We have been working through the responses to our Annual 
Client Survey 2022, which have been a delight to read. 
Technical excellence and service quality remain at the heart of 
our business. The above graphic shows all the words used by 
clients to describe our service and our teams can all take pride 
in the positive and service-orientated nature of the words.

In January we welcomed seven new hires across the UK 
and Ireland as we further strengthen our offering both 
geographically and technically.  This included two mitigation 
specialists which significantly enhances the mitigation 
expertise which is now integral to our adjusting proposition.

Finally, if I may salute the McLarens Team who ran the Seville 
Marathon in February as a fundraiser for Macmillan Cancer 
Support UK, in particular to our own super-hero Dave 
Watts who conceived the challenge to celebrate a birthday 
milestone…well done all! They have raised over £3,500 which 
is fantastic and will help make a real difference to those being 
supported by the charity at a difficult time.

Please enjoy (and share) our latest edition of McLarens 
People!

Steven Wallace ACII FCILA
Managing Director  

      steven.wallace@mclarens.com
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All words used by clients to describe our service, from our Annual Client Survey 2022 Results.
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Tackling Economic  
Crime Awards 

On 14th November McLarens supported the Tackling 
Economic Crime Awards (TECAs). The awards recognise 
outstanding performance in Tackling Economic Crime in 
public, private and third sectors across all disciplines.

Brendan Gillooly, Head of Investigation, as an industry leader 
was a panel judge on behalf of Chartered Institute of Loss 
Adjusters (CILA) to help select the winners and Steven  
Wallace, Managing Director, presented an award sponsored  
by McLarens for the category of ‘Outstanding Investigator’.

Congratulations to all nominated and winning and particularly 
to Lucy Gardiner of AGCS as the Outstanding Investigator.

The New Regulation of 
Consumer Duty

The Consumer Duty will require companies providing 
retail financial services to consumers to focus on 
supporting and empowering their customers to make 
better financial decisions while avoiding foreseeable 
harm at every stage of the customer relationship/
journey.

From 31 July 2023, the Consumer Duty will apply to all new 
products and services, and all existing products and services 
that remain on sale or open for renewal. It will then come fully 
into force on 31 July 2024 and will apply to all closed products 
and services.

Whilst predominantly aimed at retail brokers, underwriters and 
insurers, the duty will apply to McLarens as we are able to 
influence the outcome or performance of a product or service. 

The specific areas we need to comply with are customer 
understanding (the loss adjusting process, how the claim is 
progressing etc.) and customer support (ensuring that we 
provide a good service, that customers know how to contact 
us, and that we recognise customers with additional needs).

We are well placed to demonstrate compliance with this duty. 
Our employees are used to acting as if this regulation directly 
applies directly to them, whilst our current Treating Customers 
Fairly Policy and Vulnerable Customer Policy illustrate and 
govern our approach to such matters.

By way of evidential support, we seek customer feedback 
at the close of claims with our Engage survey. Through this 
we measure speed of service, if the customer thinks they 
were treated fairly, Net Promoter Score and overall customer 
satisfaction.

Additional Customer, and 
Adjuster, Support

McLarens take our responsibility towards customers 
requiring additional support very seriously.

Notwithstanding our duty of care to the customer themselves, 
we recognise that, where a vulnerable situation occurs, the 
adjuster is often also in need of support – be it in understanding 
what advice can be offered to the customer or dealing with 
difficult situations they may experience during a claim. 

Following on from our policy reviews and online training 
modules launched in 2022 to help with our understanding of 
vulnerable customers, we invited Isobel Irwin of Hourglass to 
deliver further training sessions. The sessions were for everyone 
who has customer contact and they covered the types of 
support available to vulnerable people and the support system 
available internally, from line managers to mental health first 
aiders. The aim of these sessions is to provide adjusters with 
a toolkit of support mechanisms that can be discussed and 
deployed where customer need dictates.

Federation of Agricultural Brokers 
Conference November 2022.

The Private Clients & Estates team, 
supported by the Casualty team, had a 
fantastic couple of days at the Federation 
of Agricultural Brokers (FAB) Conference 
in Chesterfield. It was great to network 
and be able to discuss McLarens’ 
Agricultural offering.

Congratulations to Jack Fletcher who 
won our champagne and chocolates 
from our farmyard animals competition, 
pictured with Rebecca Webster, Broker 
Development Lead.

Supporting FAB Brokers

Liz Tubb LLB (Hons) Barrister at Law
Group General Counsel 

      liz.tubb@mclarens.com

Annual Christmas Client Party 
Returns

 
December saw the return of the annual McLarens 
Christmas Client Party at Zen restaurant, Belfast.

The event marks the start of the Christmas party season 
for the local market. The Northern Ireland team had been 
welcoming industry friends and colleagues each year until 
COVID-19 halted the tradition. The revival event saw over  
100 guests enjoyed drinks and canapes late into the night.

Steven Wallace, Managing Director – UK & Ireland, addressed 
the guests on recent business developments and our new 
Irish entity, developed as our Ireland team continues to grow, 
with Glenn Goggin being appointed as Managing Director in 
Republic of Ireland. David O’Neill, Client Development Lead, 
also now takes on a cross jurisdictional role with our clients 
and partners in Ireland.

Celebrating Seville Marathon

On 19th February, several of our UK based colleagues, along 
with some of their friends and family members, took part in 
the Seville Marathon (Zurich Maratón de Sevilla). 

Our runners have been training in rainy, windy, and cold 
conditions, focusing on completing 26.2 miles through sunny 
Spain. The challenge was started by Dave Watts, Head of Home 
Foreign, to do something different for a milestone birthday 
and raise funds for Macmillan Cancer Support UK. The charity 
provides nationwide specialist health care, information, and 
financial support to people affected by cancer. 

Runners from McLarens, alongside Dave, were Toby Knight, 
David Gillan, Blue Newton and Richard Nightingale. If you would 
like to support our runners and donate to the Macmillan, visit 
justgiving.com/fundraising/McLarensMarathon

Annual Client Survey Results 

Each year we circulate a detailed questionnaire to 
collate the needs and opinions of our customers on our 
service. The findings from the questionnaire help shape 
the direction of the business and improve services by 
refocusing on client requirements and highlighting any 
areas of concern.

This year we invited responses from over 1,000 clients and 
partners from brokers, insurers, MGAs and law firms who work 
with us across a range of specialisms and territories.  

• 100% of respondents said we understood their needs

• 100% of respondents said we meet their requirements

• There were no ‘poor’ ratings given for any areas of the  
 business/questions

• The most popular words that come to mind when  
 respondents think of McLarens are professional,  
 technical and efficient

• 75% of respondents rated our service better than our  
 competitors, citing accessibility, approachability, our people  
 and knowledge as the main points that differentiate us

• 84 rNPS (relationship Net Promoter Score), from a scale  
 of -100 to +100.

Responses included the following comments:

“A very professional and strong technical team who 
provide a very high level of customer service.”

 

“It is always a pleasure to work with the Belfast team 
and reassuring to know our clients are in safe hands 
with the best adjusters in NI.”

 

“A very professional and strong technical team who 
provide a very high level of customer service.”

http://justgiving.com/fundraising/McLarensMarathon
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Turbulent Economic 
Times: The Impact on 
Business Interruption
Economic ups and downs are nothing 
new, but the last few years have 
been particularly turbulent. The 
subsequent fragmentation of the 
global economy, or ‘deglobalisation’, 
along with volatile commodity 
markets and huge supply chain 
issues, have significant impacts on 
business interruption claims. 

In the current climate, it is hard to 
establish what the post-COVID-19 ‘new 
normal’ trading position is for a business, 
but this is essential in establishing our 
Adjusted Standard Turnover. Standard 
turnover, as defined in a policy, is the 
12-month turnover achieved prior to the 
date of the loss to which we apply the 
adjustment clause. However, 2020 and 
2021 were so disrupted, they are not 
reliable figures and 2019 is too remote 
some three years on. Even by 2025, 
establishing the baseline is going to be 
hard as there is no such thing as standard 
turnover in these times. A number of 
businesses in the retail sector ripped up 
their budgets and gave up forecasting as 
it was almost impossible in 2021. 

UK inflation is running at 10.5%, it 
is  starting to stabilise but remains 
some way ahead of the Bank of 
England’s target rate of 2%.

The squeeze on Gross Profit remains as
suppliers increase costs faster than sales 
prices can go up and be passed on to 
the customer. There is a risk of relying 
on previous historical data. Currency 
volatility like that seen in the back end 
of 2022 exacerbates Brexit issues, 
particularly if the policy is not explicit as 
to when conversion takes place and if the 
master and local policies are in different 
currencies.

Then there remains savings where costs 
need to be updated to reflect prevailing 
costs, which at the best of times is not 
straightforward. 

All of these factors are impacting not 
only the Value At Risk (VAR) but are also 
putting the Maximum Indemnity Period 
under pressure. 

Declaration linked policies give a 
degree of flexibility, but this comes at an 
additional premium and declinature may 
still apply if insurers consider there to 
have not been a fair presentation of  
the risk.

First or flexible loss limits may also assist 
with underinsurance issues as the limit 
will be the maximum amount payable 
irrespective of inflation. As a result, 
the insured can claim loss of revenue, 
Increased Cost of Working (ICOW) or 
Additional Increased Cost of Working 
(AICOW), or any combination of the  
three, but the overall claim is limited to 
the loss limit.

As the nature of business risk evolves, 
appetite for business interruption 
coverage is likely to expand in scope 
from traditional property damage to 
non-damage policies covering risks such 
as fraud, cyber-crime, workers strikes 
and supply chain disruption. Insurers do 
need be on top of interim payments, the 
Enterprise Act 2015 could come back and 
bite, given the current climate.

Market Insights
Looking at the hot topics ongoing and coming up in the market.

Did you miss…
(Click on the titles to view online, if available)

Cannabis: A growing insurance problem 
Mark Farrant, Executive Manager - North 23rd January

In Focus: How can the insurance sector mitigate  
increasing HNW subsidence claims? 
Alex Wakefield Executive Adjuster 24th January

IPOA Webinar The Perils of Under-Insurance 
David O’Neil, Technical & Client Lead Ireland,  
William Wilson, Head of Major Loss Ireland 25th January.

A View From Me On ‘23 - The Risks Are Not New  
But Magnitude Is A Challenge 
Steven Wallace, Managing Director 31st December

Review of the Year 2022: Claims and Legal 
Steven Wallace, Managing Director 14th December

Avian Flu Outbreak
Stephen Smout, Head of Agriculture 1st December

Casualty Claims Inflation
Kim Alcock, Head of UK  
Casualty 5th November 

Evolving Attitudes to  
Cyber Risk
Nigel Collins, Technical  
Lead - Cyber & Technology  
3rd November

Avian flu outbreak could 
hit insurers hard: McLarens’ Smout  
Stephen Smout, Head of Agriculture –  
UK & Ireland 21st October

McLarens Bolsters Ireland team with Senior  
Appointments
13th October

Viewpoint: Navigating the challenges of subsidence  
and tree protection
Karl Evans, Chartered Building Surveyor/Loss Adjuster  
and Alex Wakefield, Executive Adjuster, Private Clients  
4th October

      louise.butcher@mclarens.com 

Louise Butcher 
BSc MSc FCA  
Dip CILA
Head of Forensic 
Accounting UK

Catch up on  
the recording

Casualty Tails: Dealing with  
Claims Involving Animals  

22nd February.

Click here to catch up

https://www.insurancetimes.co.uk/news-analysis/cannabis-a-growing-insurance-problem/1443578.article
https://www.insurancetimes.co.uk/news-analysis/in-focus-how-can-the-insurance-sector-mitigate-increasing-hnw-subsidence-claims/1443571.article
https://www.insurancetimes.co.uk/news-analysis/in-focus-how-can-the-insurance-sector-mitigate-increasing-hnw-subsidence-claims/1443571.article
https://www.emergingrisks.co.uk/view-from-me-on-23-the-risks-are-not-new-but-magnitude-is-a-challenge/
https://www.emergingrisks.co.uk/view-from-me-on-23-the-risks-are-not-new-but-magnitude-is-a-challenge/
https://www.postonline.co.uk/claims/7952331/review-of-the-year-2022-claims-and-legal-part-two
https://www.bfrepa.co.uk/ranger-magazine
https://www.postonline.co.uk/claims/7952281/early-notification-key-to-avoid-increasing-property-damage-claims-costs
https://www.strategic-risk-europe.com/home/evolving-attitudes-to-cyber-risk/1442873.article
https://www.strategic-risk-europe.com/home/evolving-attitudes-to-cyber-risk/1442873.article
https://www.postonline.co.uk/risk-management/7952086/avian-flu-outbreak-could-hit-insurers-hard-mclarens-smout
https://www.postonline.co.uk/risk-management/7952086/avian-flu-outbreak-could-hit-insurers-hard-mclarens-smout
https://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/uk/news/breaking-news/mclarens-bolsters-ireland-team-with-senior-appointments-423711.aspx
https://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/uk/news/breaking-news/mclarens-bolsters-ireland-team-with-senior-appointments-423711.aspx
https://insuranceday.maritimeintelligence.informa.com/ID1142326/Viewpoint-Navigating-the-challenges-of-subsidence-and-tree-protection
https://insuranceday.maritimeintelligence.informa.com/ID1142326/Viewpoint-Navigating-the-challenges-of-subsidence-and-tree-protection
https://www.mclarens.com/resource/mclarens-cpd-roundtable-casualty-tails-dealing-with-claims-involving-animals/
https://events.r20.constantcontact.com/register/eventReg?oeidk=a07ehccktj5dc465c57&oseq=&c=&ch=

